
Pattern Reviews III

Welcome to the WORK DRESSES & APRONS section 
of our reviews. For those of you reading this who are 
new to my review articles, I am trying to give my honest 
opinion of patterns out there for new reenactors, so 
that YOU don't waste your hard earned money on bad 
patterns or ones that are too difficult to understand, like 
I did when I first started reenacting.  I have enlisted the 
help of several close friends I call my "Secret Sewing 
Society" and together we sew the patterns and then give 
you our honest opinions.  
 What specifically will the reviews tell you?
 Pros & Cons: any detail we think you’d need to 
know before buying the pattern. Plus what you may 
need to alter to make the pattern work better for you.
 Sewing Level: No sense buying a totally authentic 
pattern if you can’t understand the directions. None of 
us are professional seamstresses, if we can't understand 
the directions we'll tell you about it. We'll categorize 
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced. 
 Sizing: Are the size charts accurate by today's 
standards.  I know size is a big issue with most women, 
so let me reassure you, I am no size 0 and all of the 
friends I have enlisted to help are over a size 10. 
 Documentation: Are the patterns based on original 
garments or would they be categorized as costumes. 
 Overall Satisfaction: We will rate each pattern  
 H Not worth your time
 HH Not so great
 HHH Average
 HHHH Good
 HHHHH GREAT!
   I have divided my series into several sections as 
Civil War Women have lots of layers.  The categories 
are: Undergarments Part I & Part II, Work Dresses & 
Aprons, Day/Best Dresses, Evening Dresses & Ball 
Gowns, Outerwear, Wrappers, Riding Habits, Corsets, 
New/Missed Patterns, and of course the "Best-Of-The-
Best" Award Winners where we'll pick our top pattern 
choices from each category.
 NOW, what will be new to this article review is that 
not only will you see the pattern covers, but we'll show 
you what our finished product looks like, so you can see 
for yourself what a dress from that particular pattern can 
look like! We'll also add notes as to what we've changed 

in the pattern to make it fit and personalized.
 Different social classes need different clothing items, 
but since this section is focusing on WORK DRESSES, 
I'll limit my suggestions this month to that impression.  
For the bare minimum to start out for an event weekend 
you will need:
  2 drawers
       2 chemise 
       2 pairs wool/cotton stockings & garters
       1 modesty petticoat
       1 corded / quilted petticoat
       1 corset / work stay
       1 work dress
       1 apron
       1 pair dark colored boots
       1 hairnet
       1 hat / slat bonnet / bonnet
For colder weather  -- I would suggest buying/making a 
sontag. They are a working woman's best friend.
 If you join a unit, they may have a "kitty" of spare 
clothing for you to borrow to start out.  If you don't join 
a unit, that's ok, just puts a little more pressure on you 
to get sewing!
 BUT before we get started on dress reviews, my 
Secret Sewing Society want me to mention the biggest 
mistake made by new reenactors in regards to dresses. 
FABRIC CHOICE! Sounds easy right, but even the 
best patterns out there can be ruined if it is made with 
the wrong fabric.  Now we're not saying that Big Name 
Stores don't carry good fabric for low prices, we're just 
saying try to be particular in your fabric selection.  You 
don't have to go online and spend $10/yard for good 
cotton fabric, but we don't want you to buy a great 
calico print that has little puppies on it. One book that 
has really helped me is Textile Designs by Meller Elfers.  
(available at amazon or barnes & noble) This book 
shows examples of original fabric, categorized by color, 
date, and patterns.  It helped me to better understand 
what I should be looking for. BUT on the other hand, we 
all make the $1/yard bargain sale rack, and that "really 
close" fabric will be mine if I beat you to the store!
 Ok enough chatter, let's get on with it, welcome to 
What To Sew . . . And What NOT To Sew: Part III -- 
WORK DRESSES & APRONS.



WHAT TO SEW continued . . .

 Let's start with APRONS.  There are lots of "facts" 
out there about aprons.  These facts may or may not be 
true, and to be honest, I've heard alot of them from other 
reenactors.  Here is a list of some of the questions I have 
started investigating and the answers I have found. But 
before I get ahead of myself let me add this disclaimer -- 
I am taking about work aprons and not decorative/fancy 
aprons. Some collections that have surviving aprons are 
actually decorative aprons which were wore by upper 
class women.  There have been very few surviving 
work aprons, and to be honest I have never actually had 
my hands on a original work apron. Most work aprons 
were worn till they literally were worn out.  So with that 
disclaimer, here's the questions I started asking about 
aprons.  
-- ALL APRONS WERE WHITE. WRONG.  First, 
never say "ALL" as you're "all-ways" going to be 
wrong! With so few work aprons surviving I am not 
comfortable saying for sure whether they were white 
or just whatever the lady had on hand. But in regards 
to reenacting, white is much more prominent and easier 
to clean after an event. Then again colored calicos hide 
more dirt than white ones. You also run in to the problem 
of wording.  The word "calico" means one thing to us 
now, and might have meant something different back 
then. Case in point, some people I know think calico 
simply means a cotton that gets softer with each wash. 
So be careful about the words you choose.
-- SOUTHERN WOMEN USED THEIR OLD 
DRESS SKIRTS AS APRONS. I can't say for certain 
if this one is true or not, but hey it does sounds like a 
great idea for saving and reusing fabric.
-- ONLY NURSES WORE PINNER APRONS. 
Again, I have found no documentation on what was the 
deciding vote if ladies wore simple or pinner aprons. So 
I can't say for certain if it was just a fashion choice, or 
more useful reasoning.
-- ONLY NURSES HAD APRON POCKETS.   Again 
who's to say some lady out there who needed more 
pockets to put stuff wouldn't have taken it upon herself 
to put some on her apron even if Godey's didn't call for 
one. Hello anyone ever put a pocket in a dress that didn't 
have one in the original pattern?
-- ALL LAUNDRESS / COOKS WORE APRONS.
Let me reiterate, never say "all", but in the photographs 
I have seen, yep they did. 

continued . . .

FIG LEAF PATTERNS
104 -- APRON
  
Average Cost: $ 12.00
Sewing Level: Beginner

Pros: This patterns not only 
includes directions & illustrations 
for the apron, but has pages of 
technical terms to help the new sewer better understand 
the sewing directions.  Pattern has different colored 
lines for fabric, lining, and interfacing. It also gives 4 
different ways on how to cut out the fabric: Original, 
Pieced Length Grain, Pieced Wedge, and Cross Grain. 
This pattern is made to fit a Size 12 [26" waist].  Plus 
size gals will need to make some adjustments, and the 
instructions tell you what to adjust and where.  It also 
allows you to decide whether you want it to tie in the 
front or in the back. 

Cons: Technically this pattern is dated 1740-1790.  

Documentation: Original apron is from the collection 
of Susan Bridges. Photos of original apron included. 

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH

Fig Leaf Patterns can be found at your nearest sutler or 
online at www.originals-by-kay.com

SPACE FOR AD

SPACE FOR AD



WHAT TO SEW continued . . .

 Ok gang, say it with me COLOR!! Yes, we are finally 
off plain white undergarments and onto COLORS! Well 
partially color anyways as some of the aprons we have 
made this month are white.  
 Now many folks out there have differing opinions 
of what a work dress means so here's the definition I'm 
going by for this review: A Work Dress (Camp Dress) 
is a dress you wear if your impression is keeping you 
close to camp. They are worn mostly with corded/
quilted petticoats and not hoops so you can maneuver 
around the camp site and fire with more ease. The trim 
is very plain or none at all. A big difference is in the 
skirt. The length of my work dresses is approximately 
2-4" shorter and they have a smaller circumference that 
those I'd make for wearing over a hoop. But the best 
part of all is that my work dresses are washable!
 NOW don't get me wrong, some patterns out there 
could be made into either work or day dresses.  I've 
made some of the dresses I'm listing in the day dress 
section into work dresses simply by changing the 
circumference of the skirt.  You can too, simply decide 
for yourself which impression you are going for before 
cutting the material for the skirt. 
 *Note: once you've made a work dress, please don't 
try to put a hoop on under it to make it a day dress. The 
length from the floor will now be beyond the respectable 
2-4 inches from the floor rule.

SIMPLICITY 7212

Average Cost: $ 15.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: Good

APRON
Avg Fabric Yds needed: 2.5
 
Pros: This is one of the only pinner apron patterns that 
we could find.  Pattern & directions were easy to read 
and understand. Simple design for beginners.  We do 
like that the "bib" part of the apron is finished in the 
front and the back.  

Cons: We eliminated the rick-rack trim that the pattern 
called for. The back closes with buttons and some of our 
sewers didn't like that.

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH

DRESS VIEW B -- NO TRIM
Avg Fabric Yds needed: 8 

Description: This pattern features a darted bodice and 
coat sleeves. Bodice closes with buttons, has bust pads, 
and has boning on darts, side seams, and side back.  
Skirt is pleated and closes with hook and eye. 

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to read and 
understand. The dress goes together easily.

Cons: Our sewers eliminated the bust pads from the 
pattern.  There is no piping around the seams, and no 
hem saver, but it did call for twill tape to be applied at 
the hem.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

continued . . .
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WHAT TO SEW continued . . .

continued . . .

McCALLS COSTUMES
#4548 -- DRESS & APRON
  
Average Cost: $ 16.95
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: Good

APRON  
Avg Fabric Yds needed: 2
Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand. 
Very simple design with only 3 pieces: Apron front, 
waist, and ties.  The waistband has interfacing to help 
strengthen fabric.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

DRESS VIEW A         Avg Fabric Yds needed: 5.5 
Description: The bodice has front princess seams & 
back darts. The skirt is gathered into inset waistband 
and lower edge is finished with tucks just above the 
hem. The bodice and sleeves close with buttons with 
hook and eyes at the waistline.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to understand. 

Cons: There is no lining in the bodice, just a front and 
back facing.  Our sewer eliminated the tucks at the 
bottom of the skirt.  There is no piping around the seams, 
and no hem saver.  The collar is sewn directly into the 
neckline, which won't allow for separate laundering.  

And if you have a dark fabric 
that has not been pre-washed 

it will fade onto your white 
collar.

  Overall Satisfaction:   
HHH

PERIOD IMPRESSIONS
WORKDRESS 453
  
Average Cost: $ 9.00
Sewing Level: Beg. / Int.
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 7.5 

Description: Bodice is gathered 
in front and back with bishop sleeves and a cartridge 
pleated skirt.  Self-piping around neck and sleeves, 
and a small self fabric hem saver. Bodice closes with 
buttons, and hook and eyes on the waistband. Skirt has 
4 panels of 45" fabric.

Pros: Pattern & directions were easy to read and 
understand. The directions give different measurements 
for the skirt based on heights.  Directions even include 
how to make handsewn button holes. Directions also 
include more modern methods for attaching skirt,

Cons: Did not have a "cutting guide" or how to lay out 
pattern pieces. Our sewers would like a hem saver, and 
not just a 1 1/2 inch self fabric hem. This pattern has a 
front facing, but did not call for a full bodice lining.

Overall Satisfaction: HHH

Close-up of back waist

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer

closed the front with
hooks and eyes, then

added some green 
glass buttons, a

 full bodice lining, 
and a wool twill 
tape hem saver.

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer wants 

everyone to know this 
dress (minus her white 
cotton gloves) is made 
entirely from products 

at Wal-Mart,
including the cotton

extra wide hem tape.
And she added self-

piping at the armscye.

Period Impression Patterns can be found at your 
nearest sutler or online at www.abrahamslady.com   
or  www.jamescountry.com



WHAT TO SEW continued . . .

continued . . .
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HARRIETS -- ANGELA
WORK DRESS   C.1840-45
  
Average Cost: $ 30.00
Sewing Level: Advanced
Sizing: Good

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 10-12+ 

Description:  This work dress calls for a back closure. 
Skirt is knife pleated with cartridge pleats in the back. 
*Note this pattern appears a bit fancier than a typical 
work dress and could easily be made into a day dress.

Pros:   Gives instructions for bagged and flat lining the 
bodice. Good directions for how to pleat the skirt. Gives 
estimate for skirt length based on height.

Cons: Back closure is hard for anyone who gets dressed 
alone, so you may want to alter the closure to the front, 
which requires quite a bit of creativity. 

Documentation:  Original is in the Ontario Museum.

Overall Satisfaction: HHHH

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer
decided they wanted
the bodice to close 
in the front, so they 
creatively altered the 
pattern, and then 
adjusted the front
pleats accordingly. Then
they choose button
closure. (It looks like 
only 3 buttons, but 
the others are 
hidden underneath
the front pleats)
And instead of 
sleeve jockeys, 
they added 
"puffs" from 
another pattern.

Harriet's Patterns are available at www.harriets.com 
or  www.VictorianTreasuresByMary.com

SPACE FOR AD



WHAT TO SEW continued . . .

continued . . .

GALLA ROCK -- 212
WORK DRESS
  
Average Cost: $ 15.00
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: GREAT

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 8 

Description: The bodice is gathered in front and can 
be gathered or fitted in the back.  Sleeves can be either 
bishop or coat.  Self-piping around bodice curved edges. 
Skirt can be pleated, gathered, or gauged and it suggests 
a wool twill tape at hem. Skirt has 4 panels of 45" fabric. 
Bodice closes with buttons, and hook and eyes on the 
waistband. Gives directions for finishing seams.

Pros:  Pattern & directions were easy to read and 
understand, and included illustrations. Simple design 
for beginners. Has 8" inside hem saver & hem tape. This 
pattern fit perfectly, none of the secret sewers made any 
sizing changes.
 
Cons: My pattern didn't contain the "pocket" pattern 
piece, so I made one up.  "POCKET DESIGN" will tell 
you how to make your own customized pattern piece.

Documentation: This dress comes from an original 
dress.  And the optional second bodice also came from 
an original dress that was examined. 

Overall Satisfaction: HHHHH

SEWER SECRETS: 
This view shows the back of the "fitted" bodice.

SEWER SECRETS: 
This view shows the 
full front and the close-up 
is the back of the 
"gathered" bodice.
This secret sewer choose to
have the front close with
hooks and eyes instead
of buttons.

POCKET DESIGN
If for any reason you get a 
pattern that comes without a 
pocket pattern piece, try this 
little trick. And if you happen 
to have larger hands, this is also 
great. I know someone who 
actually made a pocket just like 
her dress pattern called for and 
couldn't get her hands into them 
when they were finished. No 
sense sewing a pocket so small 
you can't get your hand into it. 
     You will need a pen/pencil 
and a piece of paper.
     Step 1: Use the picture above 
as a guide, and trace an outline of your hand onto the 
paper. *Note my fingers are closed.
     Step 2: Draw just outside those lines in the general 
shape of a pocket. *Note the gray line represents where 
the measurements are most important.
     Step 3: This pattern doesn't have seam allowances, so 
CUT outside that black line. However much you want 
for seam allowances, and viola custom fitted pockets. 



WHAT TO SEW continued . . .

continued . . .
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GALLA ROCK -- 210
1860 DAY DRESS
  
Average Cost: $ 15.00
Sewing Level: Beginner
Sizing: GREAT!

Avg Fabric Yds needed: 8 

Description:   The bodice is darted and boned in front 
with hook & eye tape closing. It has coat sleeves with 
optional jockeys. Back is fitted. Self-piping around 
bodice curved edges. Skirt is knife pleated and it 
suggests 5 panels of 45" fabric. Gives directions for 
finishing seams. Includes detachable collar and cuffs.

Pros:  Pattern & directions were easy to read and 
understand, and included illustrations. Simple design 
for beginners.  This pattern fit perfectly, none of the 
secret sewers made any sizing changes.  Has 8" inside 
hem facing.
 
Overall Satisfaction: HHHHH

SEWER SECRETS:
 This secret sewer 

decided they wanted 
bishop sleeves instead 

of coat, so they 
substituted the sleeves 

from 212 onto this 
dress and since she 

wanted a work dress 
she limited her skirt 
to 4 panels of fabric 

instead of 5. Then she 
closed the front with 

buttons instead of 
hooks and eyes.

SPACE FOR AD

continued . . .

Galla Rock Patterns are available at www.gallarock.com 
or  www.VictorianTreasuresByMary.com



WHAT TO SEW continued . . .  In the next article I will continue on dresses, but 
will expand to include DAY / BEST DRESSES. Please 
note that when sewing a best dress the fabric used 
can be several different choices, depending on your 
impression. Cotton works well for middle class, and 
silk is a great option for the upper class impression. 
And the sleeve options will go through the roof.  All of 
my Secret Sewing Society will continue to sew, and we 
look forward to filling our closets with new stuff! 
 Each new review might include new season stuff as 
well, as the major name brands have new patterns due 
out in Spring/Fall seasons.  So if you see a pattern # and 
cannot find it in stores check EBAY. If a new pattern 
comes out midseason and we've passed that category, 
my second to last article will cover "missed patterns". 
And if for any reason you have missed a category, don't 
fret.  The last article in my series will be our "Best-Of-
The-Best" Award winners which will highlight our top 
picks from every category.
 Please feel free to contact me if you know of a 
pattern line we are missing. I love new patterns! And if 
you happen to see me out & about stop by to chat, I'd 
love to hear your opinions on dress patterns and fabric 
choices! I listen to it all, and can chat all day about: the 
good, the bad, and the ugly.

SECRET SEWING SOCIETY FUN FACTS 
when sewing work aprons . . . 

 60% prefer White Bleached 100% Cotton
 20% prefer Homespun / Calico Cottons
 10% prefer White Pima Cotton
 10% prefer White Kona Cotton

 60% sew basic aprons with ties
 30% sew pinner aprons
 10% sew basic aprons with buttons

 90% choose no pockets
 10% add pockets to the front

when sewing work dresses . . . 
 80% use 3 panels of 44-45" fabric
 20% use 4 panels of 44-45" fabric

 70% adds 1 pocket            
 20% adds 2 pockets
 10% no pockets

 60% strive for period appropriate calico fabric
 30% stick with homespun cotton plaids
 10% choose what's on sale 

 80% always add self-fabric piping     
 20% follow the directions from the pattern

 80% make inside hem saver / dust ruffle
 20% follow the directions from the pattern

 Each month I ask our Secret Sewing Society a few 
questions to make sure you get fun little quirky facts, 
but this one truly amazed me.  I asked our Secret Sewing 
Society  how much fabric do you currently have in your 
sewing room.
 1-2     My next spring/summer project
 3-5     Hey you gotta have a color choice
 6-11   No I don't have a problem, it was all on sale
 12 +   Gosh maybe I should start a sutlery,
               or get counseling . . .
drum roll please . . . 100% of the Secret Sewing Society 
chose 12+ which tells me two things. First, I'm not 
alone in my fabric collecting obsession. Second, I 
definitely picked the right secret sewers for this review. 
At a moment's notice one of them can get a pattern, sew 
it up, and not once have to go to the fabric store!
 Welcome to our world, and by all means call me if 
you hear of a great fabric sale, us fabric pack rats have 
to stick together!

MEET CHERI FRY
She lives in a small ranch style
house in Jacksonville, IL.   
Her new home is much closer to 
work, and has a fully functional
sewing room that is completely
filled with fabrics and trims. 
   Cheri lives with two male cats 
that she has rescued. They are 
always near her feet as she sews. 
They love playing with any trims or ribbons that may 
happen to fall off the table.
   Cheri has been Civil War reenacting since June 
2004. Her main interest is women's clothing. Cheri 
does both a middle-upper class & working class 
impression.
     Cheri's real life job is as a Graphic Arts Specialist 
for Bound to Stay Bound Books in Jacksonville, IL.  
BTSB specializes in binding quality children's books 
for schools and libraries.  www.btsb.com
   Cheri is a driving force behind Veterans 
Remembered, which honors veterans from all wars.     
She is also on the General Grierson Days committee. 
More information can be found on these committees 
on a web site she designed www.griersonsociety.org


